Leeds is very compact and walkable, easily accessible by bus, train or car. This map shows the location of the numerous car parks in the city centre, along with the number of spaces available, opening times and where to find additional information.

7 Whitehall Road (surface) 380 spaces – open 24/7
Castle Street (surface) 275 spaces – open 09:30-22:00
Criterion Place, Sovereign Square (multi-storey) 500 spaces – open 24/7
Crown Street (surface) 65 spaces – open 24/7
Edward Street (surface) 270 spaces – open 24/7
Hunslet Lane (surface) 35 spaces – open 24/7
International Pool (surface) 140 spaces – open 24/7
Leeds Dock (multi-storey) 1648 spaces – open 24/7
Leeds Station (multi-storey & surface) Long stay – 749 spaces – open 24/7 Short stay – 37 spaces – open 24/7
Maude Street (surface) 40 spaces – open 24/7
Meadow Lane (surface) 48 spaces – open 24/7
Merrion Centre (multi-storey) 1020 spaces – open 24/7
Pinnacle 416 spaces
Quarry Hill (surface) 368 spaces – open 24/7
Rose Bowl (underground) 197 spaces open 07:00-01:30 (surface) 90 spaces – open 24/7
St John’s Centre (multi-storey) 350 spaces – open 24/7
Swinegate (multi-storey) 107 spaces
Templar Street (surface) 250 spaces – open 24/7
The Brewery (surface) 813 spaces
The Core (multi-storey) 313 spaces – open 06:00-24:00
The Light (multi-storey) 402 spaces – open 24/7
The Markets (multi-storey) 646 spaces – open 06:00-23:00
Trafalgar Street (surface) 400 spaces – open 24/7
Trinity Leeds (surface) Open October 2013 630 spaces – open 24/7
Victoria (multi-storey) 800 spaces – open 24/7
Wellington Place (surface) 498 spaces – open 24/7
Wellington Place (multi-storey) 507 spaces – open 06:30-22:30
West Street (surface) 236 spaces – open 24/7
Wellington Street (multi-storey) 420 spaces – open 06:00-21:30
Woodhouse Lane (multi-storey) 1200 spaces – open 24/7
Blue badge parking scheme
The blue badge scheme allows people with severe mobility problems to park close to their destination for free. Badges last for up to 3 years.

Where to park with a Blue Badge
In addition to the designated disabled parking bays available throughout Leeds city centre, blue badge holders may park on-street for free and without time limit at both metered and ‘pay and display’ sites.

Badge holders can also park on single or double yellow lines for up to 3 hours as long as both the blue badge and special parking disk that shows your arrival time is displayed. There are some local restrictions to this, for example where there is a ban on vehicle loading or unloading. You should always check local signs.

There are places where no parking is allowed, including in pedestrianized areas, in bus or cycle lanes, on pedestrian crossings, on zigzag markings and in suspended parking bays. You are also not allowed to park in a location where your vehicle would be obstructive or cause a danger to others, such as on a pavement.

Want to know more?
For more information on how to apply for a blue badge and full details about parking restrictions please visit our website at www.leeds.gov.uk and type ‘blue badge parking’ into the search box.